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Palestine were all of their race, but they themselves help to
disprove their own argument by excluding the native Syrians
of to-day from the brotherhood, thus acknowledging them-
selves to be aliens. This confession, so triumphantly add
the native apologists, is clearly involved in one of the prayers
of the Order in commemoration of the patriarchs, which
begins with the name of Germanus, to the exclusion of the
line of Arab patriarchs who went before. The motives
assigned for this usurpation is a greedy desire to hold the
purse-strings of the Holy Sepulchre. The annual income,
estimated by the native party at over a million Turkish
dollars/ accrues from the gifts of pilgrims, as well as from
the dependencies of the convent at Constantinople, Moscow,
Smyrna, Athens, Crete, etc. The accounts are open to no
one but the monks. The income is not used for the good
of the native Syrians of the see. Charity is withheld from the
native poor, while the monks themselves become rich.
Syrians are debarred from a higher education. The school
at the Convent of the Cross was established in 1845, chiefly
for the Ionian students, euphemistically called nephews of
the monks, who alone are allowed to take the theological
course, the natives being confined to the preparatory stud-
ies. Common schools have been opened and again closed,
Were it not for the foreign schools no native Orthodox
child would be able to read or write in his own language.
It was to defend the pilgrims against the Ionian monks that
the Imperial Society of Russia was formed. Previously
they had sold indulgences, contrary to Orthodox doctrine,
and had even taken money for baptizing dead children.
Charges of gross personal immorality are hurled at all the
Ionian clergy and monks. In fact, the language of the
Syrian apologists becomes so sweeping and bitter that the
reader of the indictment is driven to ask whether the
brotherhood, too, may not have a side to maintain.
1 It Is alleged that the figures (equal to about eigl.it hundred thousand
dollars) were copied by the secretary of the Imperial (Russian) Society
of Palestine from the accounts of the Jerusalem Patriarchate In 1890.
Compare this with the semi-official statement made to the writer (p, 73)
placing the annual income at about two hundred and forty thousand
dollars.

